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I'HASE EQUILIBI{IA AMONG OXIDES IN STEELMAKING,by AnNur,rMurN
.,\Nn E. F. Osnonx. Addison Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. Reading, Mass. 236
p p . , 1 9 6 5 ,$ 1 7 . 5 0 .
Although this book is aimed toward practicing metailurgical and ceramic engineers
interested in applying phase equilibrium data to steelmaking operations, there is much in it
of interest and of value to the mineralogist and geochemist The stated purpose of the book
is to supply to the users of phase equilibrium diagrams the information necessary to
extract from the diagrams all of the usefui practical information rvhich they contain It is
the opinion of this revielver that the authors have succeededvery rvell in this task.
A geometrical approach is used in this book and therefore much sllace is occupied by
presentation of diagrams of knolvn oxide systems. In fact, about tu'o thirds of the book is
concernedu,ith the diagrams themselves.F-irst,the stabilities of individual oxides, then the
s)rstems of various complexity are discussed The one-component systems. SiOz and
CazSiOr,are reviervedin detail and a number of other one component s)'stemsare discussed
briefly. In the more complex trvo, three, and four component systems, a separation is made
into those systems in which a gas phase plal's an important ro1e,and those in u,hich the gas
phase does not play an important role. In the very complex systems with more than four
components, the liquidus relations in two different sJrstemsare selectedfor discussion
'I'he
final third of the book is concerned with applications of phase equilibria data.
The areas consideredare slags,oxide inclusions, and refractories Of these. the chapters on
slagsand refractorieswould be most likely to interest the geoscientist.
It u'ould seem that the value of the book to erperimental mineralogists and geochemists
rvould be tu,ofold: I'irst, many of the individual diagrams and the accompanying discussions may be directly applicable; and second, the phase equilibria data rihich may have
been neglectedin the past could prove useful.
The book seems to have been well edited and is remarkably free from tlpographical
errors. It has an extensive bibliographl'and is very well referenced.The only criticism of
any consequencethis reviewer rvould have is that the exact temperatures and compositions
of the invarient points in the ternary diagrams should have been given rvhere known. It is
impossible to determine these values from the ternary diagrams in the booh r,vith any
degree of exactness.
This book contains a u'eaith of information and should be available to an)'one interestedin phase equilibrium involving oxide s)'stemsat ordinary pressures
R. G. Wpr.ls
Crurible Sleel Co. of .1merica
P ittsburg/t, P ennsylt ania
DIE OXYDISCHEN
KRISTALLPHASEN
INDUSTRIEDER ANOI{GANISCHEN
PRODUKTE, by Fnr.rx Tnop;n E. Schweizerbart'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung, Stuttgart, 1963, 428 pp.
This book is concerned only with compounds u,hich have been synthesized in commercial applications, or are very closely related to them, and in particular rvith compounds
of interest to the ceramic and refractories industries, since onll'descriptions of non-hydrous
oxygen-containing compounds are included. The emphasis is on optical analysis, and thus
there are very short introductory chapters dealing with specimen preparation and optical
properties and on synthesis Many excellent reproductions of thin and polished sectionsof
typical examples are included both here and under the descriptions of individual 1-rhases.
'I'he
bulk of the book is taken up rvith compilations of data on individual phases,arranged
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in a chemical classification under each compound, data are inclucled on composition, lvith
a description o{ solid solution relations; crystal structure, but including little more than
unit cell data; pon'der diffraction data, sometimes indexed; physical properties; optical
characteristics in thin or polished section; etching properties; crystal chemistry; habit or
appearance; associations; occurrence; references. Complete data are available, or are
included, for relatively few compounds.
Although data similar to that presented here are available on minerals in various compilations, it is relatively inaccessiblewithout a great deal of effort for the great bulk of
synthetic materials rJata are included for about 250 minerals, but the value of this compilation lies in its emphasison synthetic phases.
In many cases,particularll, for phases which have been extensively studied, many
referenceshave been omittec. l'or example, rvith respect to both high and low eucryptite,
referencesto significant rvork are not included. Care should therefore be used relative to the
completenessof coverage,particularly with respect to minerals where referencesare kept to
a minimum, since data are available in other compilations Although this somewhat detracts from its usefulness,it is neverthelesstrue that this text is extremely usefui in providing data in a convenient form on a large group of compounds related to minerals, and
should prove to be a valuable referencebook.
Doxer-n R. Prlcon
The Unirersily of Mirhigan
STRUKTUR UND KRISTALLISATION
DER GLASER, WnnNIn Vocu. With an
Appendix by W,Lr,rnn Sxarurla,
Elektronenmikroskpische Untersuchungsverfahren
in der Glasforschung VEB Deutscher Verlag filr Grundstoihndustrie, Leipzig, 1965,
(.8t" X 12" ) 242 pp., 245 fig. Price, cloth-bound, D.M. 85.00.
'I'he
structural constitution of glasses has rapidly developed since G 'I'ammann,s
classical definition of glassesas homogeneous, but undercooled melt phases, to modern
atomistic asl)ects,in analogy with the evolution of our knowledge of the structure of
crystalline phases of silicates, analogous oxides, sullides, and other inorganic and even
organic compounds The theoretical aspectsof w. H Zachariasenon the framervork structures of glasses,rvith a statistically completeiy disordered distribution of the atoms, and the
diametrically opposed crystailite theory of micro ordered glass structnres, by A A Lepedev, stood for manl' years in the foregrouncl of interest and discussionin glass research.
r\ctualll', there is a distinct and desirabletendency to find reconciling paths from one to the
other extreme in the ideas on glassconstitution Nevertheless,it means a revolutionary new
aspect of the problems here involved, when phenomena became increasingly known that
glassesmust be-in the majority of cases-understood as submicroscopically,micro-heterogeneous s)'stems This nen'experience was won by the rapidly increasing refinement of
r-ray cliffraction methods, chieflv by application of low-angle diffraction methods as used
by E. A Porai Koshits a o a , but also more directly by advanced electron microscopy,
used by A F Prebus and J W. Michener (1954), V I. Shelyubskii (1955) fhe highly
developed arts of glass sample preparation for high-resolution electron microscopy in the
laboratories of the Jena optical works, chiefly in the hands of w. skatulla, contributed in a
high degree to further progress, to make the concepts of microheterogeneities in glass
generally aclopted.That these are rea1l1'of highest importance for an understanding of the
existenceof "pre crystalline" states in glass which determine the nucleation mechanism of
crystalline phases, rvas made evident by many impressive investigations on the so-called
Pyroceram process Vogel reported in a seriesof articles in the not easily accessibleperioCical "Silikaltechnik" cluring the last five years currently on his successfulcontributions to
those problems.
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It is a wonderful opportunity for the reader norv to have this highly important material
of observations in every experimental detail disclosedin the present, excellentl)' illustrated
'fhe
experimental data here
book, in the first section rvhich extends from pp. 13 to 141.
presented are based not onll' on common silicate glasses,but first of al1 on the beryllofluorate "modei glass s1.stems,"in V. M Goldschmidt's definition. It is highl1' appreciated
that Vogel and his corvorkers give a detailed description of their successful and safe
methods for the synthesis of beryllofluorate melts fup. 24 f.), furthermore on their optical,
density, molecular volume, and molecular refraction constants, as a function of s1'stematically varied compositions Rich tabulated data make evident the close analogies existing
betlveen those model glassesand those of corresponding silicate systems Among the latter
compositions, those u'ith lithium, and borosilicate compositions are the most fascinating
and important types for research on microheterogeneities,and crystallization tendencies,
as a function of variation in their cation components In this respect, a brief crystallochemical comparison of crystallized beryllofluorates rvith corresponding silicate phases is
particularly fascinating (pp. 50 to 59).
The subjects of the second principal section of the book are specificall1' the nucleation
phenomena from undercooledmelts, starting from Tammann's classicalinvestigations, nou'
supplemented b1. modern aspects of crystal grol.th u'ith structural defects and dislocations (analogousto the theories of W Kossel, I N. Stranki, and W Kieber). .'\ most fascinating study object for crl'sta1habit changesas derived from glass composition proved to be
aluminum metaphosphate, AI(PO|3, obtained from an optical phosphate glass.It is real11'
delightful to see the beautiful microphotographs of those crystals, u,hich are accurately
'I'he
principal llurposer hou,ever, was
described in their evolution of definite crystal forms
for the author a u'ell-ltased theory of nucleation and crystal grorvth from photosensitive
glass products (Photocerams), and ful1y crystalline ceramics (Pyrocerams), b)'homogeneous or heterogeneousmechanisms) as a "catalyzed" crystallization, in combination nith
rnicroheterogeneities,and evident unmixing phenomena from previousll'homogeneous,
undercooied phases.The fascinating variability of synthetic methods used b1' the author is
particularly rvell illustrated also here bJ'numerons microphotograPhs and electron diffraction diagrams, or by application of gold-decoration methods (pp. 213 tr.,227 t )
Controllecl crystallization, rvhich has contributed so much to the evolution of Pyroceram
industrial products, is, as a matter of fact, by no means a recent discoverl'and achievement.
It goes back in principle to the marvellous ideas of Ren6 Antoine Ferchault de Rdaumur
(L727),who lr'as successfulin making a fulll' crystalline "porcelain" from a common glass
melt, only by adequate thermal treatment However, exclusively by modern experimental
possibilities of a refined adaptation of those treatment measures to the specificity of the
nucleation and crystal growth characteristics of the given glass, Stookey and his group of
con'orkers in Corning Glass Works could achieve the accurate basis for the definite industrial successof Pyroceram production. Vogel and his researchcolleagueshave an important
merit in having developed with their facilities analogous possibiiities in other branches of
the same field of controlled crl.stallization I'he present book is the fruit of their contributions to this rvide and important field of investigation Reyond the problems of the Pyroceram process,thel'present further aspectsand new problems involved rvith possibilities of
strengthening glass as a construction material, namely by reducing in a high degree its
brittleness, also by controlled crystallization. This can be achieved, either b1' applying
reinforcing cr1'stallized surface layers on a given glass shape, or by the elimination of the
Griffrth flalvs, and so-called "pockets" of glass brittleness cracks, by a controlled devitrification, using theoretical deductions developed by E. F. Poncelet (1944, 1948), beyond the
Griffith theory of brittleness. As "Chemcor" process,analogous methods have been intro-
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duced in the United States by Corning Glass Works, under the guidance of S. D. Stookey
and J. S.Olcott (1962).
Vogei presents in his book a most valuable and highiy complete source of information,
not least is a literature bibliography with 389 references.Among these,many have not been
easily accessibleand little known before. Particular emphasis is also given to Russianq.ritten contributions and to the patent literature. The usefulnessof the book is even raised
by a most \r.elcomeAppendix written by W. Skatulia in which he presents to the reader
interested in practical electron microscopy his rich specialist experience in handling samples
for this purpose Considerable refinements are noteworthy in details of preparation from
glass fragments, the treatment of the structureless supporting film, shadorv-casting of the
sample reliefs by heavy metal vapors, deposition of carbon on the sample surface, and
marking of the surface smoothnessby sublimation of crystals of molybdenum trioxide onto
the film Direct transmission electron microphotography is preferred for highest resolving
powers, in glass investigations, however, more often the replica techniques are used, for
which different methods have been proved satisfactory. Skatulla's contributions in this
Appendix are also supplemented by a separate literature bibliography (55 referencesfrom
periodicals,and six book publications, mostly written in German)
Special appreciation may be given to the beautiful illustrations in the present book
l.hich are really of rare, clear-cut precision. as reproduced from the original photomicrographs, on smoothest paper. Details may be examined by the magnification lens, rvithout
too great distortion by raster effects Also the printed text is of notervorthy beauty. In a1l,a
most enjoyable book publication of high attractiveness.
W. Errrr,
Toled.o,Ohio
TERMODINAMIKA
SILIKATOV ('Ihermodynamics of the Silicates),V. I. B.musn<rn,
G M Mervnnv AND O P. Mcnnolov-PrrnosvaN,
Gosudarstv Izdat. Literat. po
Stroitel'stvu, Arkhitekt. i Stroit. Materialov, Moscorv, 1962. 266 pp , 91 text-figs.
Oloth-bound, price Rbl 1, Kop. 7. German Translation by Armin Petzold, VEB Verlag
fiir Bauwesen,Berlin, 1965 336 pp 107 text-figs Cloth-bound.
The tremendous progress of modern construction methods in the U.S.S R. and other
countries, chiefly based on rational methods of production and scientifically controlled
survey of rarv materials and for the reactivity of hydraulic binders (in the first place, of
Portland cement), made it urgent to revise on a thermodynamic basis the nature of silicates
ancl aluminates of lime. This has been the principal reasonfor a thorough re examination of
the thermochemical literature, r'hich is, horvever,not restricted to the theory of hydlauhs
binders, but responds to general needs of all fields of silicate technologl', and includes also
rviclefields of mineralogy, petrology and geochemistry. Specilic diffrculties in treating this
complex of tasks for investigation ma1' become eviCent rvhen we compare the scarce
knowledge of "best values" of heats of formation, fusion, inversion and sublimation of
silicates, u,ith the abundant material of data available for metallurgical reactions, as collected in the standard works of F. R. Bichowsky and F D. Rossini, "'I'hermochemistry of
the Chemical Substances", Reinhold Publishg Corp , Nerv York, 1936, and Ir D llossini,
D. D Wagman, W. H Evans, S. Levine and I. Jaffe, "Selected Values of Chemical lhermodynamic Properties", Circular No. 500, Nation Bur. of Standards, Washington, 1952
Even much scarcer is literature on the thermochemistry of rock-forming minerals (c/. W.
Eitel, "'Ihermochemical Methods in Silicate Investigation", New Brunsn,ick, \r. J. 1952,
Rutgers University Press).
The present Russian-r'ritten book of three u'ell known specialists u'as excellently
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translated into German by .\ Petzold. It means a very important advance in the thermochemistry of silicates It is not rvritten as a textbook as one u,ould, perhaps, conclude from
'fhe
mathematical requirethe general introduction into the basic laws of thermodl'namics.
ments are deliberatell' kept on a moderate level to make the text also easily understandable
for civil engineersinterested in silicate materials ancl their properties The important aim
for the authors r.as to demonstrate the advantages, but also the limits, for the application
of classical thermod]'namics to the problems of solid-phase reactions, fusion equilibria,
polymorphism and particularly to reactions of silicate hydration. Great emphasis is also
given to methods of experimental determination and of calculation of heat capacities,up to
bigh temperatures, as shown for the "dry" s\.stems CaO SiO:, CaO-Al:O:, N{gC SiOz,
AlrO:-SiOz, then extendeclto reactions with uarticipation of gasesand volatiles, as illustrated by the typical "glass-batch" and cement "raw mix" reactions, e.g. NazCOrSiOr,
CaCOTSiO:, tsaCOrBaO SiOr, ancl CaSO+SiO: Although metallurgical gas reactions
of similar character are not treaLed in eilensl, Lhe fundamental significance of reactions taking .placein systems as a function of the partial pressure of oxygen is equally
discussed,finall1' the phenomena of devitrification in their importance for glass products
and slags. As a very interesting specificity of the book may be mentioned the calculation
methods for heat capacities of cry5tallins inorganic compounds at high temperatures,
baseclon the entropy method of N. A. Lancliya, from the original publication b1' the Academy of Scienceof the Gruzinian S S.R., Tiflis, 1962, which may be u,armly recommendecl
for use in thermochemical calculations becauseof its simplicity anrl universal applicability.
'l'he
text of the Gruzinian source is sufficiently presenteclin a very clear tabulation in the
Russian book, and in the German translation, for clirect practical application.
In the introduction is explaineclr,vh1'the most ertensive field of application of silicate
thermodl'namics is in the theorl' of h)'clration processes,chiefly those of h1'draulic binders
which are the subject of the second section of the book. I'he system CaO-Ca(OH)rSiOr
HzO is also for the mineralogist fascinating not only by a direct application to the equilibria
of the formation of calcium zeolites in nature, an<l similar problen-rsof postmagmatic
mineralization, but it is an erceLlentparacligma for systematic thermochemical investigations of the partial systems: CaO H:O, and in parallel with this MgO HrO (brucite cr1'sta1
lization), the fundamental systems SiO, HrO, and the hydraulic systems 2CaO'SiOz HzO,
and 3CaO.SiOrSiOr, rvith hyclration products of the tobermorite group. Great emphasis
is stressed on a thorough thermochemical treatment of the mono- and polysilicic acids,
based on calculations of heats of formation, derived from average energies of bonding
(cf. T L Cottrell, "strength of Chemical Bonds", l,ondon, Butterworth Scient. Publishg.
1954), and structural aspectsof hydrated silicates as develope<Jby N. V Belov ancl Kh S
Mamedov (Zopiski Vsesoyuzn.Xfineral. Obsltch..85, 1956 (1) 13; Dokladl'Akad. Nauk
S . S . S . R1. 0 4 ,1 9 5 5 ( a ) , 6 1 5 l; 2 l , 1 9 5 8 ( ' 4 ) , 7 2 0 ; ( 59)0 1 ; 1 2 3 ,1 9 5 8 ( 1 ) ,1 6 3 , ( 4 ) ) C a l c u l a t i o n s
are extendecl to the typicalll'h1'drothermal calcium silicate h)'drates minerals like hillebrandite, foshagite, xonotlite, riversideite, tobermorite, plombierite, gyrolite and okenite,
r,vitha very impressive collection of diagrams showing the free energies,AG, as a lunction of
temperature In these cliagramsit becomesparticularll' evident how sensitive the formation reactions of calcium zeolites responclto the ratios oi the components, CaO, SiOi ancl
HrO, in the initial mixes One is able lo conclurle on the stabilities of thc single crystal
phases,ancl to predict their changesu'ith temperature Such deductions are in a remarkably
good agreement l,ith the experimental facts Ior thc cliflerent silicate hydrate compositions,
although one nust ahval's consider hou.prone thel' are to forn unstable, non-equilibrium,
and intermediate phases As a hcuristically used orientation he\l, those diagrams are in
every case of high value.
It is furthermore interesting to learn that the analogl' ol silicate u'ith aluminate systerns
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is eviclent by parallelisms existing in the development of calculation methods for the system
CaO-AlzOr H2O, n'ith the very important subsystem AI2O3-H2O.'Ihese are able to make
understood the hydraulic reactivitl' of basic calcium aluminates in fused cements. Be1'ond
that, the facinating problems of ettringite crystallization in the s1'stem CaO-ALOTCaSOT
HrO are convincingly solved by elegant thermochemical methocls.In the second section of
the book it is quite natural that the center of interest is seenin the application of thermochemistry for the theory of setting ancl hardening reactions of hydraulic binders, although a
more detailed discussionof this technological field must hcr.ebe omitted. But in the third
section, the authors make an excursion into the fields of genetic mineralogy, geology and
geochemistry. Applications of a thermodynamical treatment are presented for problems of
silicate mineral stability uncler varying conditions of temperature ancl pressure, either in
the "dry" systems as in the presence of water, the magmatic fusion and crystallization
phenomena, and as a simple paradigma of metamorphic reactions the s;'stem lIgO-HrO,
for the hydration of periclase,and the dehydration of brucite or the thermal decomposition
ol silicate hydrates r'r'ithparticular ernphasisto the clay mineral decomposition u'ith formation of meta phases.In the system AljO3-SiO2,the polymorphism of AlzSiOaand the theorl'
of weathering are discussed, making ample use of the results in the studics of R. M.
G a r r e l s( / r z M i n e y o l . 4 2 , 1 9 5 7 , N o 1 1 / 1 2 ) .
The book of Rabushkin, Matveev and lfchedlov-Petrosyan is in its entirety a tremendous source of information and of great practical usefulness Particularly valuable are the
excellent collections of numerical data tabulatecl r,vith standard enthalpies, free enthalpies,
entropies, and binomial equations of heat capacity rvith temperature for funclamental ele
ments. ions and chemical compounds (483 substancesare listed). In addition, there is a
detailed literature bibliography of 291 referencesand another list of 55 referencesfor literature of thermochemical data in the Appenclix fhe German translation also contains
Author and Subject Inclexeswhich, unfortunateh,'are lacliing in the Russian original
!'or a future net'edition it may be suggestedto present more recent information on the
effects of water association when bound in hydraulic compouncls,and the introduction of
the heat of associationinto the thermochemical calculation, as inclicated b1rrecent investigations of nuclear magnetic resonanceefiects (c./ Watanabe and Sasaki, IVth Internation.
Symp. Chem. of Cements, Washington, 1960 (.1962publ ), SecrionIV, Suppl Paper 3.).
The mineralogist will be able to fincl by the study of this book encouragementto apply
methods of thermochemistry for mineral genesisancl metamorphic reactions The advance
ment of high-pressure investigation may give impetus also in this direction, e.g. by an
application of A. F. Kapustinskii's (rr+0)lim S:O relation (so called fourth law of thermodynamics). The authors themselves,emphasizc repeatedly hou'the majoritl' of silicate
reactions in nature shoulcl not be only treatecl by applying the larvs oI classical thermodj'namics |or yeztersibleequiiibria when one must be fulll' 2111'21"
that in realitl' non-equilibria and irreaersiblereactions prevail by far. Horvever, the expectation malr be justified in
the future that advanced methods of a thermodynamics of irreversible processesmay be
applied for problems in geochemicalresearch,particularl), for the theorl- of metamorphism.
W. Etrnr
Toledo, Ohio
MICROSCOPIC
IDENTIFICATION
Ol' MINERALS,
by E. Wu
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1965,414lxiii pp., $10.50.

Hrrnucu,

This textbook provides the basic information required for the identification of the most
important rock-forming and rock-accessoryminerals b), -eans of the petrographic microscope Whereas, other textbooks of optical mineralogl, concentrate on the properties of
minerals in thin sections; this book emphasizestheir characteristics as immersed micro-
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'Ihe
fragments.
importance of the immersion technique as a prime method for the rapid
identification of a large number of rock forming minerals and for estimating their composi'I'hus,
tions from their optical properties has long been recognized.
it is gratifying to see a
textbook that emphasizesthis technique The book will be particularly useful in helping
the student to advance from the study of principles of optical crystallography to the application oI optical microscopy in petrographic and mineralogic research.
The book is divided into three parts: Part one, General Information (44 pages); Part
two, Descriptions of Minerals (326 pages)and Part three, Identilication Tables (28 pages).
Part One consists of five chapters: Introduction, Microscopic Methods of Study of
Minerals, Mineral Composition and Optical Properties, and Identification lechnique After
a brief history ancl statement of the importance oI the inmersion technique in mineralogr'cal
and chemical analysis, the author describes the mechanics of the method in detail and
provides information on immersion media, technique for preparing mounts, and variation
in appearance of species He also cliscussesthe thin section method, compares it with the
immersion technique, ancl provides a concise summarlr of staining techniques Students
will lind the chapter on the Optical Properties of Minerals very helpful, especially the section which describes the mechanics for determining the optical orientation ol mineral
grains as irnmersedfragments or in thin sections.It is hoped that in any future edition that
this section on optical orientation rvill be expancledto include illustrations The concept of
'l'he
isomorphism and its relationship to optical properties is covered in 5 pages
chapter on
identification techniques (7 pages) presents a generalizedoutline of procedure and rules to
be employed in identifying minerals in immersion mounts.
Part Tu'o (Descriptions of Minerals) is the major portion of the book Included are
descriptions of 157 mineral speciesthat are of importance as essentialor accessoryconstituents of rocks. In acldition, minerals of lesser significance are referred to briefly under
speciesto u'hich they are related The rninerals are presented in order of increasing optical
complexity; l.e, opaque, isotropic, uniaxial and biarial Within each optic group, they are
arranged by chemical groups, following the new Dana classification For each mineral, a
general optical description is given, ancl specific inlormation is listed on its appearance in
thin section, as a crushed fragment, and as a detrital grain For opaque and isotropic
minerais, the subheadings of the description are Properties, Occurrence, and Diagnostic
Features. For the more optically complex species, the following subheadings have been
employed: General (i e, information relating to a mineral group), Composition, Indices,
Color, liorm, Orientation, Occurrence,and Diagnostic Features.
The l.ritten clescriptionsol the minerals are enhanced by the variecl type. In addition,
the excellent photomicrographs of various minerals in thin section and the line drawings of
their appearanceas crushed fragments or detrital particles all contribute to aiding identifi'Ihe
orientation diagrams for the optically complex minerals are useful, but the
cation.
reviewer prefers the type used by Trdger in his "'Iabellen zur optischen Bestimmung der
gesteinbildendenNlinerale." I'he author has presented the best available charts (73) that
relate the variation of optical properties in a seriesor a group to compositional variation.
This compilation of charts q'ill have special appeal to the researcher.With the student in
mind, the author has included detailed procedures in using the charts For example, in his
discussionof the PlagioclaseSeries,he gives detailed instructions for the follorving determination techniques:
Michel Livy statistical methocl
Combined Carlsbacl-albitetwin method
lfougui methocl
Microlite methocl
Schuster method
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Tsuboi methorl
Rhombic section method
Part'Ihree consists of four tables:
L Speciesarranged by (1) optical groups and (2) refractive indices
II Colored speciesarranged by (1) color and (2) optical groups.
III. Anisotropic minerals arranged by (1) increasing birelringence and (2) optical group.
This table includes an outstanding interference color chart with a discussion of the
chart and its use
IV. Minerals that commonly show twinning grouped by (1) types of twins and (2)
optical group.
The entries in Tables I and II provide page references to the descriptions in Part II.
A reference list (76 entries) provides a good source to much of the significant literature
in optical mineralogy ranging from Maschke (1872) and Michel-Ldvy (1877) to Deer,
Howie and Zussman (1963) and Wilcox (1964). The usefulness of the index is enhanced
because the mineral species described in detail are set in boldface type as are the pages
covering the detailed description. Mineral speciespartly described are set in italics.
In a text such as the one under review, it is practically impossible to avoid all errors,
misstatements and omission. A few are here noted. In the general description of detrital
grains,bottomof Page25andtop of Page26, aportionof thesentencehasbeenomitted.
The index does not contain the terms euhedral, anhedral or subhedral, although the
author defines these terms on page 21. Also, the term trichite is referred only topage229,
but an excellent photomicrograph of trichites appears on page 22. Descriptions of volcanic
glass and palagonite will be missed by petrographers studying volcanic rocks or volcanic
derived sediments. One feature of the book which may prove irritating to some users is the
comparison in the sections on diagnostic features of various speciesto less important species
not describedin the book. For example, gmeiinite is stated to have lower refractive indices
than chabazite, but the reader u'ili need to refer to another source in order to obtain
information as to actual value of the refractive indices of gmelinite.
Aside from these minor criticisms, the book is a concisely stated, well-organized introduction to optical microscopy in practice and will serve as an exceilent companion volume
to any of the several modern text books that deal in the theory of optical crystallography.
I t i s w e l l w o r t h t h e m o d e r a t eo r i c e .
D W. LEvANDowsKr
Standard. Oil, Company oJ Cal,ilornia
La Hobro. California

CRYS'IALLOGI{APHIC
BOOK LIST, edited by Hrr-rN D. Mrcaw, for the International llnion of Crystallography Commission on Crystallographic Teaching, 1965.
This book list has been prepared by Helen D. Megaw assisted by H. Curien, E. G.
Steward, M. M. Umanskij and J. Zemann for the Commission on Crystallographic Teaching and has been distributed to all subscribers to Acta Cryrtdl.ographi.co. It contains a list
of books and reference works on all phases of crystaliography as very broadly defined.
Material is presented under the headings Main List, Conferences and Serial Publications,
and there is a cross reference list by subject. The author, title, publisher and data are given
for each reference. The book is available through N.V.A. Oosthoek's Uitgevers Mij, Domstraat 11-13, Utrecht, The Netherlands (U. S. $3.00).
DoNero R. Peecon
The Unitersi.ty of Michigan
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MINERALY,
SPRAVOCHNIK. Tom II, vyp. 2 Simple oxides: Izdatel'stvo "Nauka",
Moscor,v,1965,341pp. (in Russian) 181 fig , 2 rubles, 29 kopecks ($4 .50in U.S.A.)
This is the third section pubtished of this comprehensivere{erencework on mineralogl'
(seeAm. Mi,neral. 49,178l 82, 196+) Seventeenauthors are listed.
The material is presented as in the first trvo volumes The coverage rs Lhat ol Dana's
System oJ llineralogy, Tth Ed., v. I, 490 622 (1944), except that the forms of silica are
included (136 213), corresponding Lo Dona's System ?Lh Ed, v III, 335 pp. (1962)' The
literature has been covered very thoroughly; there are a number of referencesto papers
published in 1963and some to papers pul,rlishedin 1964.
A highly recommenclecl reference rvork.
Mrcne'lr Ilrrscnnn

